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The philosophy of EIGEIGEIGEIG is: 
 
Our company is chiefly inspired by three concepts that have provided the catalyst for our 
spiritual quest and established a proper conceptual framework for embarking upon a new 
model, in which industry is designed to celebrate interdependence with other living systems, 
transforming the production and consumption of goods into a regenerative  force.  
 
The sources of our inspiration are: - Cradle to cradleCradle to cradleCradle to cradleCradle to cradle    ----    Natural capitalismNatural capitalismNatural capitalismNatural capitalism    ----    BiomimecryBiomimecryBiomimecryBiomimecry 

 

    
Towards a healthier, happier, ecoTowards a healthier, happier, ecoTowards a healthier, happier, ecoTowards a healthier, happier, eco----effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona. 
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Urban greening systemsUrban greening systemsUrban greening systemsUrban greening systems: : : : Infrastructure and Participation + Botanic SpineInfrastructure and Participation + Botanic SpineInfrastructure and Participation + Botanic SpineInfrastructure and Participation + Botanic Spine    
    
Slide 1: Slide 1: Slide 1: Slide 1:     
 
Infrastructure: roofs, greenbridges, routes 
 

A- Barcelona city, satellite view 
1- New York Greenways map 
2- Polish Greenways signposts 
3- “Buildings as trees, cities as forests”:              

US architect Bill Mc Donough 
4- Helicopter dropping greenroofs  
5- Mile end city park, London : miles of play, art, 

ecology, sport and fun 
6- Mile end city park, London : the tree with 

bridges, sign of 21st century 
 

 
Participation: gardens, biking, food, life 
 

B- Barcelona city, arial view 
7- Flowers in bloom and views of blue skies 
8- Colours, food, markets: food grown in the city 
9- Learning by tasting: urban orchards 
10- Grow your own 
11- Greenway signpost painted on tree in Poland 
12- Dublin greenway cycle by Grand Canal 
13- Picnic in city park, Manet style 
14- Kids celebration after tree planting, Dublin greenway treewalk ‘05 

 
 Dolphins Barn community garden, Dublin 
 

15- Seeds, for thought, for planting, for learning from, for life 
16- Tools,  
17- People, new skills, new friends, new adventure 
18- Garden, part of the CPUL (continous productive urban landscape) 

 
Slide 2:Slide 2:Slide 2:Slide 2:    

    
Botanic Spine :  18km Greenway and CPUL for Dublin City  (continous productive urban landscape) 
  Greening the city, Connecting communities 
    

1- Catalyst @ Botanic Spine 
2- Greenway, urban thread, connecting cities 

waterways and communities 
3- Connecting existing underused infrastructure 

and abondonded spaces 
4- Connecting both old and new greenspaces, 

including the botanic gardens 
5- Spine as urban re-generator 
6- Spine as root system, from which more green 

projects grow from  
7- Sheriff Street Park, 330 metre park, connecting 

waterways 
8- Building as stepping stone, park wrapped 

around and over building 
9- Park offering routes through; avenue, through 

buildings, over park spaces 
10- 18km orbital greenway around Dublin city 

centre 
11- Sheriff Street Park, photo of model showing 

routes and green spaces 
12- Spinal system to brain : greenway to Botanic 

gardens 
13- Spine as a complex system of many flows 
14- Botanic gardens connected to greenway 
15- Internal planted zones, places bringing joy   

    
 
“Buildings as Trees, Cities as Forests”: Part paper submitted for Santander eco city discussion, May 2008 by EIG  
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What are greenways?What are greenways?What are greenways?What are greenways?    
 
Greenways are routes for non-motorised (walkers, cyclists, roller skaters, horse riders) users which are used for daily travel, 
leisure, recreation, tourism and daily journeys in urban and rural areas. Often disused railway lines, or canal towpaths are used. 
Networks of greenways are being set up in many European countries, and links are being made across national boundaries such 
as France, Spain, Belgium, Ireland and the Czech Republic. 
 
10 benefits of Greenways. 10 benefits of Greenways. 10 benefits of Greenways. 10 benefits of Greenways.     
1. Greenways can provide alternative transportation routes to connect people, communities and the countryside. 
2. Greenways provide recreational opportunities for all. 
3. Greenways provide safe, alternative routes for non-motorised transportation. 
4. Greenways are often major tourist attractions, which generate expenditures on accommodation, food and recreation services. 
5. Greenways help improve the overall appeal of a community to existing and new residents as well as to perspective tourists. 
6. Greenways aid the promotion of exercise and activity. 
7. Greenways help reduce dependence on motor vehicles; 
8. Greenways promote outdoor education  
9. Greenways promote the appreciation and protection of cultural and historic resources. 
10. Greenways can act as outdoor classrooms for all ages. 
 

 
    

REVER (REseau Vert EuRopeen/European Green Network) REVER (REseau Vert EuRopeen/European Green Network) REVER (REseau Vert EuRopeen/European Green Network) REVER (REseau Vert EuRopeen/European Green Network)     
 
Since 1999, representatives of four member States of the European Union 
Northwest have been working together to achieve part of the future European 
greenways network.  
 
International networks of high speed trains and motorways already fully cover 
the European territory. One of the objectives of REVER is to show, following 
the example of motorway or high speed train networks, that it is possible to 
plan, a transnational network of travel routes reserved in this case for cyclists, 
pedestrians, persons with reduced mobility, horseback riders, roller skaters, or 
in short, all non-motorized users. These infrastructures are called greenways. 
 
REVER will be made up of greenways for the most part, wherever possible, and 
of slow traffic roads to allow for links between greenways or to connect the 
greenways with places of interest such as towns, historic or natural attractions, 
residential or commercial areas, etc. Greenways are certainly used for leisure 
and tourism, but they also serve for daily commutes and utilitarian travel.              Spains Greenway network: Vías VerdesSpains Greenway network: Vías VerdesSpains Greenway network: Vías VerdesSpains Greenway network: Vías Verdes    
    
Urban NatureUrban NatureUrban NatureUrban Nature    
Today in cities Urban Nature is largely hidden, hidden and thus not registered. CPUL’s will trigger and support the possibilities for 
urban nature to establish itself and/ or to expand. The adjacency of architecture, of urban life to agriculture and CPUL’s will 
reveal what is now hidden. Seasonality, as expressed by changing crop types and their ever changing appearance from sowing 
to harvest, by the exposure of the earth when it is laid fallow, by associating smells, sounds and views, will make the 
environment once more comprehensible. CPUL’s will intensify the connection occupants have with the living environment, 
without requiring the return to a subsistence economy, but equally reducing our destructive impact on the planet.  
                    From CPUL’s by André Viljoen 

      Images c/o REVER 

            Images c/o Vías Verdes 



CPULs CPULs CPULs CPULs ---- Continuous Productive Urban Landscape Continuous Productive Urban Landscape Continuous Productive Urban Landscape Continuous Productive Urban Landscapessss    

    
CPULs Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes. CPULs Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes. CPULs Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes. CPULs Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes.     
Designing Urban Agriculture for Sustainable Cities. Designing Urban Agriculture for Sustainable Cities. Designing Urban Agriculture for Sustainable Cities. Designing Urban Agriculture for Sustainable Cities.     
    
A review of Andre Viljoen’s critical book (ed) 2005. Architectural Press) by Rob Hopkins at Transition Culture. 
  
The term Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes (CPULs) defines a strategy for the coherent integration of urban agriculture 
into urban space planning. The case is made for considering urban agriculture as an essential element of sustainable 
infrastructure. 

 
Andre Viljoen has put together a book of the most profound importance at this point in history. 
How will we feed our cities beyond the age of cheap oil? Does the old concept that the cities are 
for people to live in and the countryside is for growing food in still have any relevance when our 
cheap transport system is no longer able to function? Viljon argues not. We should view our cities 
as much in terms of being productive spaces as we view our rural areas. 
 
‘The city as a farm’ may appear a fanciful notion in our 21st century industrialised society, yet if we 
look to the only country thus far to have experienced peak oil, Cuba, we can gain some insight 
into how we too will have to rethink some basic assumptions. This book contains some of the best 
literature on the Cuban experience I have yet read. In essence, when the Soviet Union collapsed, 
Cuba’s oil imports were reduced practically to zero almost overnight. It had, up to that point, 
developed a Western style intensive agriculture model, which became rapidly unworkable. 
Agriculture was redesigned, and is now more than 80% organic. What is perhaps more exciting 
was the explosion in urban agriculture. Havana now produces half of its fresh vegetables within 
the city, from a series of community gardens, as well as on balconies and rooftops. 

 
These gardens bring fresh affordable food into the city, improve the climate, create work, 
and look, as can be seen in some of the pictures here, quite amazing. ‘CPULs’ sets out in 
detail how the transition to this way of feeding people was managed. There is much we can 
learn from the Cuban example. Perhaps one of the most important things when we consider 
some of the more lurid and apocalyptic peak oil scenarios we encounter, is that despite the 
fact that food became scarce and much of industry closed, there was no societal breakdown, 
no riots, no collapse. People adapted and they responded with creativity and imagination 
(some counter this by arguing that Cuba is by nature a more co-operative society, and point 
to New Orleans as a more relevant example of societal breakdown).  

    
    

      Image c/o Andre Viljoen 

       Image c/o Andre Viljoen 

       Image c/o Andre Viljoen 



Edible cities, Middlesborough, UKEdible cities, Middlesborough, UKEdible cities, Middlesborough, UKEdible cities, Middlesborough, UK    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    

 

 

Urban jungle : As food prices soar, could a project that saw fruit and vegetables grown in townUrban jungle : As food prices soar, could a project that saw fruit and vegetables grown in townUrban jungle : As food prices soar, could a project that saw fruit and vegetables grown in townUrban jungle : As food prices soar, could a project that saw fruit and vegetables grown in town----centre planters and parks be a centre planters and parks be a centre planters and parks be a centre planters and parks be a 
blueprint for the future?blueprint for the future?blueprint for the future?blueprint for the future? (The Guardian March 26 2008, excerpts) 
 
Last year's project in Middlesbrough has kick-started a local food revolution. The idea of the urban farming project was to make 
people more aware of food miles, improve health and aid regeneration of the borough, which contains the ninth most deprived 
area in the UK. Groundwork South Tees advised schools, mental health hospitals, residential care homes and retailers on planting 
and growing many varieties of herbs, vegetables and fruit. Containers of different sizes were used so people could cultivate 
whatever space they had. 
 
Middlesbrough borough council turned over parkland, town-centre planters and other landholdings for fruit and vegetable 
growing. The eight-month project culminated in a town meal outside the Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art, where up to 
8,000 people shared meals from the food that had been grown. 
 
This year, Middlesbrough plans to supply seeds and containers to anyone interested, and already has 2,000 individuals and 
groups lined up, including 31 out of 51 schools, with 280 growing sites.  
 
Jenny Jones, a Green party London assembly member, has asked the mayor, Ken Livingstone, to commission a study exploring 
how much of its own food the capital could produce. She believes London should aim to grow 25% of its food. 
 
Andre Viljoen, a designer of urban spaces who worked on the Middlesbrough project, believes that the multi-layered benefits of 
urban farming make it a timely idea. "We need to start thinking about food production being part of a city's infrastructure - like 
roads," he says. 

 

          Images c/o Edible Middlesborough 



9 simple, immed9 simple, immed9 simple, immed9 simple, immediate, intelligent steps for a healthier, happier, ecoiate, intelligent steps for a healthier, happier, ecoiate, intelligent steps for a healthier, happier, ecoiate, intelligent steps for a healthier, happier, eco----effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona.effective Barcelona. 
 
1 1 1 1 –––– Healthy cities address their rivers lovingly. Healthy cities address their rivers lovingly. Healthy cities address their rivers lovingly. Healthy cities address their rivers lovingly.    
These zones could / should become a very high use and very important zone for the city. Recently 
the river Besos’s edges have been improved and one side included for the Ronda Verde greenway. 
Presently there is just endless space taken up by grass. We suggest a mix of use, designed in a 
creative and appealing way. Diversify the land with the inclusion of areas to eat, play, plant food, 
compost, make art and engage in education. Also include many areas of wildness, biodiversity 
and habitat. Easy and safe bike access from the city is desirable. Many Aula Ambiental’s should 
also exist here. Possible future architectural competition zone. 
    
2 2 2 2 –––– Make a mesh of connected greenways in the city. Make a mesh of connected greenways in the city. Make a mesh of connected greenways in the city. Make a mesh of connected greenways in the city.    
Closing the Loop(s): Develop more bikeways/ walkways to easily connect from within city centre to 
nature: rivers, sea and the surrounding hills. Use these routes to connect presently disconnected nodes: 
nature spots, city parks, community gardens, schools, libraries… Routes become critical urban threadsurban threadsurban threadsurban threads,    
developing ecologically with time. Create new nodal points on threads for more amenities as use 
increases: Expect to grow more eco roots (routes) from nodal points. Ensure all urban street bike routes 
have edge ramps, for safety reasons. Make all urban bikeway    surfaces permeable.  
    
3 3 3 3 –––– Turn greenways into CPUL threads.  Turn greenways into CPUL threads.  Turn greenways into CPUL threads.  Turn greenways into CPUL threads.     
Create CPULS (Continuous Productive Urban LandscapesContinuous Productive Urban LandscapesContinuous Productive Urban LandscapesContinuous Productive Urban Landscapes) for the city. Allow all abandoned spaces to 
become indefinite temporary gardens. Specify strategic zones as permanent community gardens, 
including within existing public parks and schools. Connect these nodes by greenways. Turn lands 
alongside greenways into green zones by planting trees and diverse vegetation, these bio threads bio threads bio threads bio threads allow 
for flows of animal life, thereby bringing nature into the citynature into the citynature into the citynature into the city; butterflies, song birds. Create mixed use 
clusters around gardens, part of the urban fabric: play area, sport complex, café. Make spaces 
experimental, adaptable and open to everyone.  
    
4 4 4 4 –––– Edible Barcelona Edible Barcelona Edible Barcelona Edible Barcelona    
Allow for all parks to have community gardens. Use city roofspace(s) as one vast CPUL, solar energy 
harvest and water collection landscape, as well as new Public Park. Make Tree lined streets with edible 
trees; nuts and fruits. Introduce urban berry hedges. As private car use diminishes turn old “car lanes” 
into “food lanes”. Offer incentives to people to plant own food everywhere. Havana has done it, 
Middlesborough is doing it.  
 
5 5 5 5 –––– Use the city to cleanly power its transport Use the city to cleanly power its transport Use the city to cleanly power its transport Use the city to cleanly power its transport    
Towards a zero carbon, car free eco city: Promote car pooling and sharing. All City buses and cars 
become electrically powered, non CO2 emitting vehicles, powered by cities solar roofscape. “Petrol” 
garages become quick battery exchange points for vehicles. Stationary vehicles also powered in and by 
parking lots.  
    
6666    ––––    Barcelona has a water crisis. Time to start using water smartly. Barcelona has a water crisis. Time to start using water smartly. Barcelona has a water crisis. Time to start using water smartly. Barcelona has a water crisis. Time to start using water smartly.     
City must collect, clean, store and reuse its rain water. Use “living machines” to treat wastewater from 
sinks, bathtubs, toilets for reuse as irrigation in city gardens and flushing toilets. Reduce our demand on 
potable water. Make much of the city pervious, to allow water back into the natural water cycle.  
    
7777    –––– Make  Make  Make  Make urban wandeurban wandeurban wandeurban wanderingringringring more joyful more joyful more joyful more joyful    
There are a limited amount of small public parks throughout the city. Presently many parks remain closed 
until 9am, by which time many people are already at work. Best situation is where parks never close; 
when not possible insist parks open at 8am. Encourage more entry / exit points for parks, so they 
become flow throughflow throughflow throughflow through zones. Make parks landscapes of colours, sounds and smells. Create water 
capturing and storage systems between parks and neighbouring buildings. Allow for community 
gardens, composting points, outdoor education, Aula Ambiental’s… Make parks the focal point of new 
community clusters. 
    
8888    –––– “Let the Eixample  “Let the Eixample  “Let the Eixample  “Let the Eixample mosaic of hidden green zones mosaic of hidden green zones mosaic of hidden green zones mosaic of hidden green zones sparkle sparkle sparkle sparkle in the city”in the city”in the city”in the city”    
Cerda’s original plan saw each illa’s courtyard as a beautiful publicly accessible garden. Unfortunately 
most were filled in. Support ProEixample’s work to transform them back to green zones and encourage 
more public access to these zones. Make more than one entrance to the blocks, to maximize people 
flow. Explore food production, composting and water collection in these zones.  
 
9999    –––– Passeig de Sant Joan Park Passeig de Sant Joan Park Passeig de Sant Joan Park Passeig de Sant Joan Park    
This fine passageway should be finished to the degree it deserves. Presently it is composed of three 
sections that form an edge to the old town and makes a direct connection between Gracia and the cities 
lung; Parc de la Ciutadella. The first section is the most pleasant, Travessera de Gracia to Avinguda 
Diagonal, a continuous zone of rest, play, flowers and fine old trees. Its final section, Arc de Triomf to the 
park along Passeig de Lluis Companys, is a classical tree lined avenue with some zones for petanca. We 
suggest that the missing section needs the same area given over for pedestrian and bike use, greenery, 
food production. This greenway can continue upward via Placa Joanic and Carrer Escorial, to act as a 
central route way from the city to Parc Guell and beyond to the nearby hills of Collserola.  
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 Image c/o gm-volt.com 

 Image c/o The Rooftop Garden Project 

 Image c/o CPULS Andre Viljoen 
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 Image c/o ProEixample 



Reworking the Building and the Block to make Barcelona a model urban city once again.Reworking the Building and the Block to make Barcelona a model urban city once again.Reworking the Building and the Block to make Barcelona a model urban city once again.Reworking the Building and the Block to make Barcelona a model urban city once again.    
 
 
Barcelona is one of EurBarcelona is one of EurBarcelona is one of EurBarcelona is one of Europe’s most polluted and dirty cities.  ope’s most polluted and dirty cities.  ope’s most polluted and dirty cities.  ope’s most polluted and dirty cities.  LetLetLetLet her roofscape  her roofscape  her roofscape  her roofscape help help help help remedy this.remedy this.remedy this.remedy this.    
 
Picking a juicy orange from a nearby tree and eating it, relaxing and talking with friends on 
a bench, working in a community garden to cultivate food, smelling the colourful flowers. 
All this in a place that’s always been there, but never been there. 
 
A vast zone of food production, solar energy harvest, water collection, a series of public 
parks of varying scales; this is what the roofscape of Barcelona’s old city could easily be 
like. A many hectored, multi islanded, connected green space, linked by a network of 
bridges. A very exciting new urban terrain which would help reduce the cities carbon 
emissions by sequestering carbon while creating clean, cool and fresh air for the city. 
Presently, about 80-90 % of this area is unused and inaccessible to the inhabitants below. 
It now acts as a huge heat islandheat islandheat islandheat island, raising the cities temperature and worsening smog levels. 
Green roofs act as natural rain water drainage systems and also insulate the apartments 
below, further alleviating need for air conditioning.   
 
Soon Barcelona’s Ajuntament might have to pay a carbon tax; this money could be used 
now to offer incentives to landlords to immediately cover their terraces with planted green 
roofs. From there publicpublicpublicpublic----isingisingisingising of roofspaces might begin. Take this bold urban step and 
make Barcelona a model urban city once again.  
 
From the block to the table: a closed loop of waste treatment, food production and much From the block to the table: a closed loop of waste treatment, food production and much From the block to the table: a closed loop of waste treatment, food production and much From the block to the table: a closed loop of waste treatment, food production and much much much much much more. more. more. more.     

    
The Eixample’s macro level sees pedestrian routes through 
and between block interiors as mechanisms for connecting 
wider communities by movement through an urban web 
of various green spaces. At the micro level the inclusion of 
services in these parks for the immediate community act as 
strong catalysts: schools, libraries, civic centres, parks, 
playgrounds, sport zones… these spaces can be altered to 
radically boost their blocks eco performance, while also 
becoming even more loved spaces by their communities. 
 
Is a fully self reliant block feasible? Let’s imagine… 
Intelligent collection and recyclical use of rainwater being 
the key, green roof sections are introduced to the blocks 
roof terraces which begin draining rainwater to a 
strategically placed storage pond in the parks sunny area. 
External green facades are introduced on the blocks 
western walls, both inside and out, to protect against 
difficult solar over heating. These double up as water 
purifiers for blocks grey waste waters. The end water is 
recycled for flushing toilets. In time, these facades might 
bear fruit. Intelligent planting is set around and in the 
pond, which is transformed into an urban wetlandurban wetlandurban wetlandurban wetland, 
treating the blocks waste black waters, the outcome of 
which feeds all the blocks plants. 

 
A communal composter is created in the park for all organic wastes. The output of which is used in the 
new areas for food planting in the park. The park wetland has created a unique habitat and 
biodiversity: fish, frogs butterflies and ducks can be seen and heard. The parks air is now cooler and 
fresher, breezes flow with scents from aromatic herbs, the parks microclimate is felt to be ideal. A 
garden school starts in the block; soon families are transforming their roof terraces and balconies into 
food production zones. Most of the time, the kids are the teachers. Community is the vital word here, 
without it all else falls apart. Bottom up planning offers opportunities to connect and participate. 
Gardens and food bring people togetherGardens and food bring people togetherGardens and food bring people togetherGardens and food bring people together. At harvest time the community eats together at tables in 
their park. The park becomes a model for similar parks nearby, in time all blocks copy its simple eco 
efficient and intelligent techniques. Parks and projects become the major catalysts for local interaction: 
spaces for education, trial and error, working and learning together. They take time and love to 
develop and have their own life force. They are the Eixample’s sacred spaces.  
 
Strangers enter the many parks and enjoy the tranquility of the water and the wildlife. Some rainwater 
is returned to the natural ground table and much is used to run the block, this alleviates greatly from 
the municipal system, reducing their energy consumption. The block consumes less potable water; in 
time maybe it will require none at all. Barcelona is well on the road to being a beautiful and healthy, 
eco effective city. 
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   Image c/o BCN Ecologia + EIG 

 Image c/o Green Roof Block 
 



 

Via Verde BCN: A series of Via Verde BCN: A series of Via Verde BCN: A series of Via Verde BCN: A series of greenway greenway greenway greenway ripples, radiating out from the green heart of the city. ripples, radiating out from the green heart of the city. ripples, radiating out from the green heart of the city. ripples, radiating out from the green heart of the city.     

 

 
Closing the LoopsClosing the LoopsClosing the LoopsClosing the Loops:  
Parc de la Ciutadella is not only the cities strategically placed central green lung; it happens 
to make up  one of the most deeply loaded parts of Barcelona’s, and indeed Catalunya’s, 
urban and social history. In short; it matters. From this much loved city space, and always 
connecting back to and through it, are the 3 ripples; a series of radiating greenways that 
form a simple orbital matrix, the spine of a network. This structure forms the organising 
system through which all future greenways routes (roots) weave, from within the city out 
to her sea, rivers and surrounding hills. And from there to the wider networks beyond… 
 
Ronda VerdaRonda VerdaRonda VerdaRonda Verda: An orbital 72 km bikeway that is currently being constructed for Barcelona 
city. It is the first urban greenway loop. It connects the coastal beaches, the river Besos, the 
mountain of Montjuic and the cities natural backbone, the hills of Collserola.    
 
RoRoRoRonda Azulnda Azulnda Azulnda Azul: : : : The 25 km blue loopblue loopblue loopblue loop is a very important strategic greenway. It branches from 
the first loop at Montjuic and Forum and links directly to the 2 major urban nodes that are 
the train stations of Sants and Sagrera; the future high speed AVE station and expected 
gateway to the city. It also connects the city to its balcony; los Tres Turons, the 3 hills, the 
green zone within the city which include Parcs Putxet, Güell, Del Carmel and Guinardo. 
The remainder connects the treelined walkways of Rambla de Prim and Avenue de 
Tarradellas with many smaller parks and food gardens of Vallcarca, Maragall and Sagrera. 
 
Ronda RoccoRonda RoccoRonda RoccoRonda Rocco::::    A 5 km red loopred loopred loopred loop through the heart of the city: From the very sculptural Parc 
de l'estació del Nord, through Arco de Trinfo and Passeig de Lluis Companys, this 
greenway passes through Parc de la Ciutadella, crosses its new ecoecoecoeco----city city city city bridgebridgebridgebridge to Parc 
Barcelonetta and onto the sea. After a swim, one can weave back through Hospital Del 
Mar´s green zones to connect with the parks recently built over the underground rail lines. 
    
Parc de la Ciutadella and her Parc de la Ciutadella and her Parc de la Ciutadella and her Parc de la Ciutadella and her roots:roots:roots:roots:    
A series of root like threads weave outward from the park through the urban orbital spinal 
network, creating new urban nodes: The premiere greenway seeks water: through Parc de 
les Glóries Catalanes, Sagrera AVE station, to the new Besos river connection at Trinitat. 
Another leads through the 2 modernista architectural gems of Hospital St Pau and Gaudi’s 
Sagrera Familia, toward Guinardo Park and Hortas greenway. In time more roots and sub 
roots connect as citizens adapt it to their needs; an ever growing, organic, open network. 
 
FromFromFromFrom    the the the the city to the seacity to the seacity to the seacity to the sea: : : :     Parc de la CiutadellaParc de la CiutadellaParc de la CiutadellaParc de la Ciutadella    ClosClosClosCloseseseses the Loop  the Loop  the Loop  the Loop     
The final and most strikingly visual section which closes the loop of the entire greenway 
network are the changes to the green heart of the city; her park. With the removal of the 
zoo to Forum, the park expands over her old barriers, the dirty old rail and car arteries, and 
connects to the “seaseaseasea side side side side” with a spectacular new colourful tree filled bridge. From the 
Sagrera gateway along the greenway to the sea; BBBBarcelonaarcelonaarcelonaarcelona has a  has a  has a  has a bold bold bold bold newnewnewnew eco eco eco eco----urbanismurbanismurbanismurbanism.  
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